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About the use of the CATHARE code for best estimate Large Break LOCA
calculations : benefits for Safety and constraints

by JL VACHER - EDF/SEPTEN

ABSTRACT

Since 1979, EDF has participated to the development of CATHARE, a best estimate
accidental thermalhydraulic code, in collaboration with CEA and FRAMATOME. EDF
is now investigating the use of this code for licensing studies and particularly for
Large Break LOCA calculations.

Until now, the work done at EDF, in relation with FRAMATOME and CEA, has mainly
focused on the physical analysis of the transient and on the identification of the key
phenomena. This task is a necessary step before uncertainty evaluation. To illustrate
this point of view, a peculiar example of calculated Large Break transients for a
900MW three loop plant is presented. In one of these calculations, a high value of
Peak Cladding Temperature was obtained. This peculiar scenario was initiated by a
large entrainment of water to the steam generators at the very beginning of the
reflooding stage, followed by a strong pressurization which led to a lasting draining of
the reactor vessel. The physical phenomena which determine the existence and
amplitude of this scenario were identified and their influence was explained:
condensation at the accumulator injection, heat exchange in the core, entrainment
process to the steam generators. It appeared obvious that the large observed
uncertainty was associated to only a few parameters. Although this peculiar system
behaviour was obtained for only a particular combination of parameters and a narrow
range of thermalhydraulic conditions, the capability of the code to simulate these
phenomena was investigated in regard to experimental data. It was concluded that
this scenario was definitely unrealistic on a reactor.

Nevertheless, this peculiar example tends to demonstrate, firstly, that the use of a
best-estimate code improves Safety as it makes possible to point out physical
phenomena that could not be considered when using non mechanistic codes,
secondly, that the uncertainty evaluation must be guided by a pertinent physical
analysis of the transient, focusing on a few important phenomena and parameters.

- I - INTRODUCTION

Since 1979, EDF is engaged, with CEA and FRAMATOME, in the development of
CATHARE, an advanced best estimate code for the study of thermal-hydraulic
accidental transients. EDF is now investigating the use of this code for licensing
studies and particularly for Large Break LOCA calculations.

Before the search for margins, the first interest, for us, in the use of a best-estimate
code for LOCA analysis is a new understanding, more realistic, of the transient.

Nevertheless, a best-estimate code has to be used in the frame of a methodology
that guarantees the conservatism of the final result. As a consequence, it is
necessary to evaluate the uncertainty of this result.

Rather than presenting a methodology for code use and uncertainty evaluation, the
main objective of this paper is to point out that a pertinent physical analysis, looking
for determining phenomena, should be the basis for any uncertainty evaluation. We
believe that the uncertainties attached to a few parameters (related to models or
boundary conditions) represent the major contribution to the final uncertainty. These
parameters have to be considered with a high priority when trying to investigate the
capability of the code and to evaluate the global uncertainty.

To illustrate this point of view, we are giving a peculiar example of calculated LB
LOCA transients showing a large dispersion of the Peak Cladding Temperature



(PCT). These calculations are described and the determining phenomena are
identified. This analysis is then verified thanks to sensitivity studies.

The general conclusions that we draw from these studies and the main lines of our
approach relative to Large Break Loca Analysis are finally presented.

-II- DESCRIPTION OF THE CATHARE LARGE BREAK CALCULATIONS

11.1 The CATHARE code

CATHARE is a best estimate code for PWR accidental transients simulation, and in
particular for LOCA (small and large breaks). The code has a modular structure as it
contains completely indepedent modules which can be linked together in order to
represent any PWR geometry and characteristics. The main modules are the
following : pipes (1D component), 2D downcomer, volumes, tees, pumps, walls, fuel
rods and core kinetics.

Among all the existing modules in the code, the main one is the 1D pipe module, also
called "basic module". Because significant mechanical and thermal non-equilibrium
occurs during accidental transients, and especially during LOCA, this 1D module
consists of a two fluid (liquid and vapor) - six equation model : mass, energy and
momentum conservation equations are written for each phase.

CATHARE contains a specific and coherent set of closure laws, qualified against a
very large bank of experimental data. In particular, these laws concern thermal and
mechanical interaction between phases and between each phase and the walls.
Table 1 presents the experimental base versus the investigated phenomena.

The consistency of the closure laws and the overall behaviour of the code are verified
against integral experiments (BETHSY, LOFT, LOBI, UPTF, LSTF).

CATHARE also contains a consistent thermomechanical model for simulation of fuel
behaviour taking into account oxydation, hydrogen production, zirconium phase
transformation, creep deformation and rupture.

A special feature of CATHARE for reflood modeling is the reflood module used to
take into account the steep axial temperature gradient in the vicinity of the quench
front. It consists of a 2D fine thermal meshing that moves along a fuel rod with the
velocity of the quench front.

11.2 Plant description

The CATHARE plant model retained for these studies uses conservative
assumptions typical of Evaluation Model (EM) conditions.

Table 2 gives the main features of a 900 MW three loop plant operating under
nominal conditions.

Figure 1 shows the chosen schematization for the CATHARE calculations. Two loops
are represented, one with the pressurizer and the break, the other represents the two
intact legs.

The core consists of two hydraulic channels : one average channel simulates the
average behaviour of the core and one hot channel simulates the behaviour of the
hottest fuel assembly. Moreover, a hot rod, representing the hottest fuel rod in the
core, is calculated using the CATHACOMB module : this module allows a
thermomechanical calculation using fluid data from the hydraulic calculation as a
boundary condition. The hot rod is associated to the hot channel during blowdown
and to the average channel during reflooding, according to the CATHARE team
recommandations.
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The break is a double ended cold leg break of twice the section of the pipe. It is
represented by two pipes with a fine meshing at the break's end.

Table 1 : validation of the physical closure relations

Test loop

MOBY DICK, SUPER MOBY DICK,
MARVIKEN, REBECA, BETHSY

PERICLES BOIL OFF, VERTICAL CANON
TAPIOCA, G2

SUPER MOBY DICK HORIZONTAL
ECTHOR HOT LEG, ECTHOR LOOP SEAL

PATRICIA SG1, PATRICIA SG2

PERICLES REFLOOD, ERSEC
ERSEC OSCILLATORY, ROSCO

OMEGA, TPTF, FLECHT GV

SUPER MOBY DICK TEE

COSI

MHYRESA

CREARE
UPTF

SEROPS

PERICLES 2D, UPTF

EVA
EPOPEE

PIERO

EDGAR

Reactor component

BREAK

CORE
VERTICAL PIPES

HORIZONTAL
PIPES
LOOP SEAL

STEAM
GENERATOR
(primary and
secondary side)

CORE

CORE, STEAM
GENERATOR

TEE JUNCTION,
BREAK

ECCS

HOT LEG

DOWNCOMER

UPPER PLENUM

CORE,
UPPER PLENUM

PUMP

LOWER PLENUM

FUEL

Investigated
phenomena
Critical flow

Flow regimes
Interfacial friction

Flow regimes
Interfacial friction
Stratification

Flow regimes
Interfacial friction

Reflooding

Wall flux

Phase separation

Condensation

CCFL

CCFL

De-entrainment

Multi-D effects

1 phase and 2 phase
pump
characteristics

Voiding

Fuel behaviour,
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Table 2 : Steady state conditions

Core power

Peaking factor

Hot channel enthalpy rise factor

Primary pressure

Core inlet temperature

Core outlet temperature

Upperhead temperature

Loop flowrate

Upperhead flowrate

Core bypass flowrate

Steam generator secondary pressure

2775 MW

2,35

1,55

155 bar

286,6 °C

324,8 °C

286,6 °C

21960 m3/h

2 %

4,5 %

58 bar

II.3 Transient hypothesis and boundary conditions

The main hypothesis relative to the transient are the following :

- The offsite power is supposed to be lost. As a consequence, the primary pumps are
tripped at time = 0, and coast down by their inertia.

- Only one Low Pressure and one high pressure Safety Injection pump are available
with a minimum flowrate. The Safety Injection and accumulator flowrates on the
broken loop are supposed to be lost at the break.

- The residual decay heat follows the ANS 71 + 20% curve.

- The containment pressure evolution results from a containment calculation that
minimizes this pressure.

-HI- DESCRIPTION OF THE CATHARE CALCULATIONS

The three calculations described in this section were performed with a just-released
version of the closure laws of CATHARE characterized by a new condensation model
increasing strongly the condensation efficiency due to ECCS injection in the cold
legs. Peculiar features of the first calculation led to a high value of Peak Cladding
Temperature. The two other calculations were performed to evaluate the influence of
the determining parameters.

111.1 Description of calculation n° 1

This calculation leads to an overstepping of the safety criteria (Peak Cladding
Temperature over 1204°C). The scenario is described below :

- during the accumulator injection, strong condensation occurs at the injection point.
At the end of the blowdown stage (time = 21 s), the vessel pressure becomes lower
than the containment pressure and steam enters the circuit through the break,
passes through the loops and is condensated in the vicinity of the accumulator
injection line connection. As shown on figure 2, there are two ways for steam to
reach the accumulator injection line connection. The first : steam enters the reactor
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through the vessel side of the break, passes through the core and finally through the
hot and cold legs of the intact loops. The second : steam enters the reactor through
the pump side of the break, passes through the broken loop and finally through the
hot and cold legs of the intact loops.

wapr

figure 1 : 900 MW plant - Primary circuit schematization for LB LOCA

- At time = 23 s, the water level in the reactor vessel reaches the bottom of the lower
plenum internals and the only way for steam to reach the accumulator injection
becomes the second way (pump side) and as a result the steam flowrate increases.
This increase leads to a depressurization of the upper plenum relatively to the
downcomer, mainly due to the important head loss (approximately 0.3 bar) through
the broken loop pump (inverse flowrate). This situation is illustrated on figure 3. This
pressure difference between downcomer and upper plenum pushes water through
the core.

- At time = 27 s, the remaining pressure difference between downcomer and upper
plenum and the water entrainment due to vaporization in the core result in an
important water flowrate entering the upper plenum and part of it is entrained in the
hot legs, as shown on figure 4. In the following seconds, vaporization occurs in the
steam generators and in the core leading to increase steam binding dramatically as
well as the pressure in the upper plenum. A significant part of the steam generated in
the core reaches the break passing through the core inlet, the lower plenum and the
downcomer. This steam flowrate leads to a vessel draining and to a second ECCS
bypass period, as shown on figure 5. When this steam flowrate stops, the remaining
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water inventory in the accumulator is not sufficient to ensure a conventionnal
gravitary reflooding stage with Low Pressure Safety Injection.

Figure 6 shows the evolution of vessel liquid mass during the transient, and in
particular, the second ECCS bypass period between 27s and 35s. Figure 7 shows
the consequences on PCT. Figure 8 shows the core mass inventory behaviour and
the long period of time (from 40s to 70s) the core is empty.

The main parameters which are determining on this scenario appeared to be the
condensation rate at the accumulator injection, the heat transfer and interfacial
friction in the core together linked with a specific network of flow resistances in the
primary circuit. Some sensitivy studies were performed to confirm this analysis. They
are described below.

111.2 Description of sensitivity calculation n° 2

In this calculation, an improved set of physical laws for heat and interfacial tranfer
was used. This set was developed to improve the code qualification against reflood
tests such as PERICLES and ERSEC (numerical improvements, enhancement of
heat transfer in inverse annular flow, reduction of entrainment).

This sensitivity calculation is described below :

- For the reasons mentionned for the previous calculation, a pressure difference is
produced between downcomer and upper plenum and pushes water through the
core. However, at time = 26s, the steam flowrate leaving the core is higher than in
calculation n°1 (better heat transfer in the core). As a consequence, the steam
flowrate coming from the break through the loops is smaller and the pressure
difference between downcomer and upper plenum is reduced in comparison with the
previous calculation. The combination of a reduced driving force and of a lower
entrainment results in a much smaller quantity of water leaving the core and reaching
the steam generators. The vaporization is not so violent and do not lead to a vessel
draining nor to a second ECCS bypass period.

Nevertheless, the reflooding stage is oscillatory with low water entrainment in the hot
legs at each oscillation. These oscillations are particularly large during the
accumulator injection period (up to time =41 s). Figures 9 to 11 show the evolutions of
vessel liquid mass, peak cladding temperature and core liquid mass compared to
those of the previous case.

111.3 Description of sensitivity calculation n° 3

In this calculation, we assume that the accumulators contain dissolved nitrogen, at a
concentration of 0,56 Nm3/m3 of water (saturation conditions under 40 bar). The
improved set of physical laws is kept. The scenario looks very different:

- The condensation rate is significantly decreased in comparison with the previous
cases. There is no steam coming from the break in this case, and thus no pressure
difference generated between downcomer and upper plenum. This leads to a large
delay before water enters the core (at time = 30s instead of 24s in the previous
cases). This explains the greater value for Peak Cladding Temperature for the early
reflood peak.

- In this case, liquid entrainment to the hot legs is low, but as observed in calculation
n°2 the reflooding stage is oscillatory with low water entrainment in the hot legs at
each oscillation.

Figure 12 to 14 show the evolutions of vessel liquid mass, peak cladding temperature
and core liquid mass in comparison with those of calculation n°1.
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way n°2
accumulator

figure 2 : steam condensation at accumulator injection - time = 21 s

accumulator

figure 3 : beginning of reflooding - time = 24 s
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steam

water

break

figure 4 : water entrainment in hot legs - time = 27 s

accumulator

figure 5 : second ECCS bypass period - time = 27 to 35 s
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figure 6 : Vessel liquid Mass • base calculation
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figure 7 : Peak Cladding Temperature • base calculation
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111.4 Uncertainty analysis

If we only consider the final results of the three previous calculations, the uncertainty
seems very large, but if we perform a detailed analysis of these calculations, it
becomes obvious that such an uncertainty is associated to only one phenomenon
which is a second ECCS bypass period.

Although this peculiar system behaviour was obtained only for a particular
combination of parameters and a narrow range of thermalhydraulic conditions, the
priority, when we received these results, was to identify the phenomena involved in
the scenario n°1 and to investigate the capability of the code to simulate these
phenomena. We made the following conclusions from the analysis of experimental
data:

- dissolved nitrogen do exist, at a significant concentration, in ECCS accumulator.
This fact was confirmed by measurements on a trench 1300 MW nuclear power
plant. Some experiments (UPTF for instance) have shown that a slight concentration
of non condensible gases in ECCS injection reduced largely the violence of
condensation. Moreover, The CATHARE asumption considering that dissolved
nitrogen is being degassed in the injection line before entering the primary circuit was
confirmed by some experiments performed in CEA in Grenoble.

- The heat transfer correlation in case of inverse annular flow, that plays an important
role in case of low quality mixture (it was the case in our calculations at the beginning
of reflooding), was found to underpredict heat transfer.

- An analysis of reflooding analytical tests (PERICLES or ERSEC) showed that the
entrainment rate was overpredicted. The new set of physical laws used in the
sensitivity calculations improves the entrainment rate calculation and the calculation
of the analytical tests. However, this parameter is still slightly overestimated, and in
the same time the quantity of water stored ahead of the quench front in case of large
inlet flowrate is slightly understimated.

For all these reasons, it was concluded that the observed water entrainment through
the core and to the hot legs and steam generators as calculated in the first
calculation was impossible and consequently that the Peak Cladding Temperature
obtained was definitely unrealistic. At least, this particular example shows that the
final uncertainty on a given transient can be largely reduced just by reconsidering a
few assumptions related to an important phenomenon.

-IV- TEACHINGS AND PRINCIPLES DERIVED FROM THESE PRELIMINARY
CALCULATIONS

We draw two main general conclusions from this peculiar example :

- The first conclusion of these calculations is that the use of a best-estimate code
improves Safety as it makes possible to point out physical phenomena that could not
be considered when using non mechanistic codes. These phenomena should need a
specific analysis. It is important for Safety to have a realistic image of what could be
the accident, and to get the realistic system response when evaluating the sensitivity
of a given parameter. First generation codes or biased models could give
unappropriate sensitivity tendancies.

- The second conclusion concerns uncertainty evaluation, which is necessary to
guarantee that the proposed methodology for code use gives a conservative result.
For us, the main lesson of the previous studies is that any uncertainty evaluation
should rely on on a fine physical analysis of the transient in order to determine the
major influencing phenomena. We believe that only a few parameters attached to
these phenomena govern the final uncertainty. It seems useless to consider the code
as a whole to determine uncertainty but it is foundamental to make a major effort on
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the uncertainty related to the main phenomena. This means that we should identify
the models, boundary conditions, and choices of schematization associated to these
phenomena, verify the adequation of the models and quantify the basic uncertainty
related to these parameters. A specific approach is to be developed for each type of
transient. We consider, as a first priority, that this task is to be done for the system
thermalhydraulics, i.e. the determination of phenomena which are attached to system
effects (for example, ECCS bypass, steam-binding in a Large Break LOCA). The
analysis of sensitive parameters which do not affect the system calculation (for
exemple the thermomechanical properties of the hot rod) should be considered
during a second step.

The work now in progress at EDF, with respect to Large Break LOCA, is based on
this approach. As an illustration, one subject which is currently under study is the
early reflooding period (before the end of accumulator injection) analysis.
Experiments (BETHSY tests) and CATHARE calculations show that this period is
characterized by large U-tube type oscillations between core and downcomer
affecting the system behaviour (entrainment and deentrainment effects in upper
plenum, water entrainment to steam generators) and having a possible important
effect on the core cooling and on Peak Cladding Temperature, particularly on a
900MW plant on which the maximum PCT can be obtained at the beginning of the
reflooding stage. Our present task is to verify the code adequation for simulating this
phenomenon and to evaluate the impact of code uncertainty and reactor
schematization on the system calculation.

-V- CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a peculiar example of Large Break calculations performed
in EDF with the CATHARE code, with conservative assumptions, for a 900MW 3 loop
plant. One of these calculations led to point up a combination of conditions resulting
in a high Peak Cladding Temperature. This scenario was analysed and the
determining phenomena were found to be the condensation rate at the ECCS
accumulator injection, the heat transfer and interfacial friction in the core. A flashback
to experimental data has been made: it has shown some weaknesses in some code
models or boundary conditions (which have been corrected) for this particular
example and it has demonstrated that such a scenario was not possible in a reactor.

Nevertheless, two main conclusions were drawn from these studies:

- The use of a "best-estimate" code improves safety as it tends to give a realistic
image of a given transient, with no occultation of possibly unfavourable phenomena,
as it could be done when using non mechanistic codes.

- Theses calculations have shown a large uncertainty on Peak Cladding Temperature
for some specific conditions but the analysis demonstrated that the major part of this
uncertainty was due to no more than three parameters. Thus, for us, these studies
tend to demonstrate that the uncertainty evaluation must be primarly guided by a
pertinent physical analysis of the transient, focusing on a few important phenomena
and parameters responsible for the larger part of the whole uncertainty.


